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tium and Islam are concerned. Three ethnic elements one
after another became important in the Near East. In the
course of the eleventh century the Seljuk Turks founded in
Asia Minor the Sultanate of Iconium (Konia); in the
thirteenth century the Mongols defeated the Seljuks; and
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the Ottoman Turks
established their supremacy, conquering Asia Minor and
most of the Balkan peninsula and taking possession of
Constantinople in 1453, thus putting an end to the political
existence of the pitiful remnants of the Byzantine Empire.
During this period political interests were predominant over
economic and cultural interests in the relations between
Byzantium and Islam.
Before the Seljuks in the eleventh century began their
advance through Asia Minor, this country, though it was
for long a theatre of stubborn hostilities with Islam, had
remained Christian. Only in the eleventh century did the
Seljuks bring Islam into this newly conquered country which
afterwards became mainly Muhammadan. The political
situation in Asia Minor was essentially changed. In 1071 at
the battle of Manzikert in Armenia the Seljuks crushed the
Byzantine army and captured the Emperor Ronianus
Diogenes. About the same year the Seljuks took possession
of Jerusalem and sacked it. Islam, represented now not by
the Arabs but by the Seljuk Turks, became a real danger to
Byzantium, It is of course useless to conjecture what would
have happened in the Near East towards the end of the
eleventh century had the Western Crusaders not made their
appearance in Constantinople and thereby turned a new
page in the history of the world.
In the eighth century the question arose of the universal
conflict of the whole European Christian world with the
powerful Muslim State. The latter was the aggressor; the
East threatened the West. At the end of the eleventh
century a universal conflict of the whole European Christian
world with the Islamic world again manifested itself; but in
this case the Christian world was the aggressor; the West
threatened the East. The epoch of the Crusades began, that
epoch so manifold in its political, economic, and cultural
consequences, so fatal to the Byzantine Empire, and so

